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VITRIFRIGO TL37LA Sump
cooler with storage plate 

        

   

Product price:  

689,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

VITRIFRIGO TL37LA SUMP COOLER WITH STORAGE PLATE 

The VITRIFRIGO TL37LA is a chest refrigerator designed for marine use,
perfect for yachts and boats. With a total capacity of 37 liters,
the VITRIFRIGO TL37LA offers ample space for storing food and beverages during extended
voyages.
Its compact design and external refrigerating unit make it a convenient choice for limited spaces
on board. 

The VITRIFRIGO TL37LA operates on a 12/24Vdc power supply, ensuring compatibility
with common electrical systems found on boats and yachts. Additionally,
it is available with a dual-power unit, which allows for operation on both 12/24Vdc and
100-240Vac 50/60Hz power sources.
This versatility makes it suitable for a wide range of marine applications.

Despite its spacious interior, the VITRIFRIGO TL37LA remains lightweight at just 15 kg, making it
easy to install and transport as needed.
The refrigerator consumes a nominal power of 45W,
ensuring efficient energy usage without compromising performance.

With dimensions of 410 mm in width, height, and depth,
the VITRIFRIGO TL37LA fits seamlessly into various compartments on board.
Its durable construction and efficient cooling system guarantee reliable performance even in
harsh marine environments.

In summary, the VITRIFRIGO TL37LA combines ample storage capacity,
versatile power options, and compact design to provide a reliable refrigeration solution for marine
applications.
Whether cruising on a yacht or exploring the open seas on a boat,
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the VITRIFRIGO TL37LA ensures your provisions stay fresh throughout your journey.

Technical characteristics VITRIFRIGO TL37LA:

Total capacity litres: 37
Net weight: 15 Kg
Power supply: 12/24Vdc (also available with bivalent 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac 50/60Hz)
Nominal consumption: 45W
Width: 410 mm.
Height: 410 mm.
Depth: 410 mm.

Looking for a chest fridge with different technical specifications? HERE you can find the entire
range of VITRIFRIGO or other specialized brands.

For more technical information, please refer to the attached datasheet.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 410
Width (mm): 410
Height (mm): 410
Dry weight (Kg): 15
Feed Type: 12/24Vdc (disponibile anche con centralina bivalente 12/24Vdc - 100-240Vac
50/60Hz)
Product type: Frigorifero a Pozzetto
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 37
Nominal consumption: 45W
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